USATF 2003 Winter Cross Country - MEN's 4K - 15 February - Houston’s Buffalo Bayou Park

O HIO S TATE C OACH G IVES XC C LINIC

R OBERT G ARY
S PLASHES
T O 4 K T ITLE

400 M

Robert Gary ran to a convincing victory in the Men's
short course race. The veteran steeplechaser and coach
at Ohio State moved to the front early and pushed the pace
over the mud-slickened course. A pack of eight runners
hung to Gary's heels with Sandu Rebenciuc and Karl
Savage leading the charge over the initial 3K. Entering the
final kilometer, Gary broke the pack with a strong charge
up a steep embankment and he ran uncontested to his first
USATF title. Dan Wilson and Luke Watson sprinted past
Rebenciuc and Karl Savage, and Dan Browne edged Chad
Johnson for final spot on the US World Cross team.

The muddy conditions posed a
considerable challenge for harriers
competing in the 4K cross country
dash. Setting off in a light rain the
runners desperately attempted to
maintain a fast pace through ankle
deep mud, steep slippery climbs,
and perilous descents down
slickened slopes. Fortunately this
4K event is popular among
steeplers who are well accustomed
to splashing through big puddles.

Robert Gary (307) sets the pace
followed by Sandu Rebenciuc (588)
and Dan Wilson (314). Other runners
in the lead pack include Karl Savage
(441), Ian Connor (351), Brian
Berryhill (301) and Luke Watson (461).

1K
A 1996 Olympic steeplechaser,
Robert Gary coaches distance runners
at Ohio State. His dominating
performance in Houston is a superb
demonstration of /coaching by
example.' "I didn’t plan to take the lead
early," Gary admits, "but once I was
up there, I tried to keep things rolling.
I am not a very big fan of sitting back
in cross country races. I wasn’t
planning on slowing down and giving
anyone a chance to get back into the
race. In the 4K, I’ve tried to go out and
hammer from the gun, unlike the 12K,
where I’ve waited for things to happen.
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